DIGITAL vs PEDAGOGY

Does it have to be a MONSTERS vs ALIENS scenario for higher education?

Prof. Stella Jones-Devitt: Staffordshire University
MONSTERS vs ALIENS: the story

exposure
meanings
change
extraction
regeneration
acceptance
possibilities...
EXPOSURE: when worlds collide?
MEANINGS: Pedagogy

#PointlessPictoPedagogies
MEANINGS: Digital

#PointlessPictoPedagogies
CHANGE: the tipping point
Q1: Which digital capability strategies have the most evidence of enhancing and transforming the student experience?
Q2: Which features of institutional infrastructure maximise and ensure effective use of TEL to enhance and transform the student learning experience?
AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION

1. Communicate with your immediate neighbour solely by digital means
2. Discuss which digital medium you have used mostly today and why?
REGENERATION: finding purpose
ACCEPTANCE: no monsters or aliens?

Pedagogy matters!
Apply pioneering digital approaches to pedagogic purpose for a fantastic student and staff experience